
 

 

 

 

Faculty of Science  

Standards & Quality Improvement Report 2017/18 

Our vision  

Nurturing Big Science Ambitions  

Our aim in the Science Faculty is to offer a broad and challenging curriculum that engages and inspires 

learners to explore their full potential in our subjects. 

Headlines from the 2017/18 exams  

National 5 

- Biology- 93% attained grade A-D: higher than Edinburgh City and National Average 

- Physics- 38% of students attained an A: higher than national and Edinburgh City averages  

75% of students attained grades A-C: higher than the national average 

 

Higher 

- Biology- 75% attained grade A-C: higher than Edinburgh City and national values 

- Physics- 86% attained grade A-C: higher than Edinburgh City and national averages 

 

Advanced Higher 

- Biology- 33% A grade: higher than Edinburgh City  and national values 

- Chemistry- 100% A-D: higher than Edinburgh City and national values 

- Physics- 100% pass rate in AH Physics  

 

The work and life of our Faculty  

Our faculty has stabilised this session with the recruitment of Jurgita Peciulyte to the vacant chemistry 

position. She has integrated well into the faculty.  

We are improving our focus on improvement and are beginning to make some big changes to our BGE 

delivery and our links to outside agencies.  We know that we need to continue to improve our attainment 

through the delivery of a more skills based BGE. Development has begun with an anticipated delivery of the 

new topics by December 2019. We are further developing our IDL provision with two new topics developed 

and a third in the pipeline for delivery next session. 

 

 

 



Highlights of this year are …. 

 

   

         

 

             

  

              

This year we will be……  

Working hard to develop new S1 and S2 BGE resources that are full of numeracy, literacy and employability 

skills. 

Delivering our first STEM Challenge to the cluster with support from our senior students.  

Leadership of staff and pupils  

Staff Professional Reading- Alistair Smith, Paul Dix, Alex Ferguson, SSERC Publications, Education in 

Chemistry. 

Professional Enquiry Learning & interests- Spaced repetition, Victorian Naturalists, Skills improvement, 

Employability, EAL. 

How pupils’ leadership is encouraged and developed across the faculty 

STEM engagement days with primaries, led by senior students.  

Developing a Duke of Edinburgh Award. 

Twitter: @Drummond_sci 

Our fantastic Prize Winners enjoying a 

trip to the Edinburgh International 

Film Festival 

 

 

Our S1 students enjoying the Biodiversity 

Conference at Edinburgh Zoo 

Our blossoming IDL Garden 

 

Welcoming Ms. Peciulyte to the faculty 

 


